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A quick note
SBT’s Teachers and Librarians blog is full of ideas for creating a
reading culture. You can find a list of posts on this subject here:
scottishbooktrust.com/blog-tags/creating-a-reading-culture

Additional support needs
We’ve chosen to put this section first, because often teachers and
librarians’ first question is how they can include everyone in the school
as part of a reading culture. Here are some suggestions which we’ve
seen work in the past:

>> Symbol sheets – for speech impaired pupils. Create a sheet with
around six symbols/pictures on it. These symbols should represent
statements and questions. For instance, symbols representing, ‘I liked
that part’, ‘can we read that part again’, and so on.
Check out this video to see an example of symbol sheets being used
to support discussion: bit.ly/ASNResources

>> Picture books for older readers – for dyslexic or less confident
readers, we have a great list of picture books written for older
readers. These books deal with themes suitable for secondary pupils,
whilst removing the obstacle of too much text. They are beautifully
illustrated, thought provoking books: bit.ly/PicBooksOlder
More ideas can be found in this blog: bit.ly/PicBooksSecondary

>> Create sensory book bags – for visually impaired pupils. Create a
sensory bag by collecting together objects or props that relate to your
chosen story and that can be used when reading the book aloud.

Make reading a part
of school life
There are lots of ways you can begin to weave reading into the daily
life of the school. Also, if you want to whip up enthusiasm for reading,
it doesn’t hurt to get pupils doing some of the work themselves; you’ll
find a few ideas here to get them fully involved in the creation of your
Reading School!

First things first
If you want to find out more about your pupils’ attitudes to reading,
why not get them to take a survey? There are some useful templates
available online:
http://bit.ly/TESReadingAttitudesSurvey

‘Hacking’ the library
There’s no better way to encourage pupils to use the library than to give
them a hand in shaping it. Try some of the following ideas to get them
started:

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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>> Recommendation bookmarks – Pupils can create
bookmarks to leave inside books when they return them
to the library. On the bookmarks, they can put their book
recommendations to other readers. They can recommend other
texts by the same authors, or other texts of the same genre:
bit.ly/RecommendedReadingBookmark

>> Compile a list of recommendations for the library – you can ask
pupils to compile a list of recommendations for the library to order in
next year. If you want to get pupils reviewing books, school librarian
Bev Humphrey has a few tips on her blog which might help you reel
in the more reluctant writers: bevhumphrey.com/2/post/2013/04/
book-reviews-the-sneaky-way

>> Organise a school reading committee – you could take volunteers
(or even hold elections) for a reading committee, which can decide on
activities. The committee could contribute book recommendations for
different genres; you could appoint each member of the committee to
the role of an expert in a particular genre. They could broadcast this
through a school newsletter or magazine.
The committee could also create displays for the library and
be in charge of keeping the displays up to date with new
recommendations.

Encourage pupils to interact with authors
Many authors have their own blogs and will speak on a personal level
about their work, as well as keeping their fans up to date with news.
Encourage pupils to find out the latest news from the author you are
reading or write to the author on behalf of your class.

>> Darren Shan: darrenshan.com/news
>> Patrick Ness: patrickness.com/blog
>> Cressida Cowell: cressidacowell.co.uk
>> Marcus Sedgwick: marcussedgwick.com/contact

Spice up staff meetings
Why not ask one member of staff every week to talk for five minutes
about the book they’re currently reading? You can also organise book
swaps, or set up a book lucky dip. Or, in the lead up to Christmas, why
not organise a Secret Santa, where staff members’ gift books they own
to each other? You might want to include a note explaining why you
think your chosen recipient will like the book.
Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
resources
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Be a reading role model
It can be very powerful for pupils to see teachers’ reading lives,
particularly if you’re sharing the rewards but also the challenges you
experience while reading. We sometimes re-read old favourites, and
read books which present varying levels of challenge, from classic
literature to thrillers and more. We all experience challenges in our
reading: sometimes we have to read and re-read before we understand
something, sometimes we don’t finish books, and sometimes we don’t
know what to read next.

>> Talk to your pupils about your reading life – take some time at the
start of periods to speak about what you are currently reading and
invite them to do the same.

>> Let them see you reading a wide variety of texts – whatever you’re
keen on; graphic novels, non-fiction, autobiography, magazines, etc.

>> Talk to them about the challenges you experience as a reader and
how you get around them – talk about which books you haven’t
finished, and why.
For more information about this, check out the Teachers as Readers
e-book in the Useful Links section of this resource on page 11. You
can also read this article about how one teacher made the process
of talking about books part of her class’s weekly activities: bit.ly/
RahRahReading

Read along with your class
If they pick a ‘tricky read’, you pick a tricky read too, and so on. You
can report back and tell each other how you get on, and then the
information gathered can feed into other tasks, for instance the creation
of themed book lists – check out page 8 for more information.

Hold your own book awards
Scholastic has some advice and templates to set up a class book
awards scheme – their suggested framework should help get you
started, and there are some nice suggestions for award categories:
bit.ly/ClassBookAward
You don’t have to restrict your awards to writers: why not get pupils to
vote for their favourite illustrators as well?

A quick reading fix
You could challenge pupils to find ‘quick reads’ – books from the school
library which can be read in an afternoon. They could then write a quick
synopsis of the book and everyone’s quick reads could be compiled into
a leaflet or poster full of recommendations, which could be passed on to
other classes.

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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Borrow a book for a friend
As part of your book celebration, you could ask pupils to go into the
library and borrow a book they think one of their friends will like –
it’s a great way to get them to think actively about why they are
choosing a book.

Book seeks reader
A great idea first seen in Inveralmond High School’s library, where the
librarian found some ‘unloved’ books and displayed them with a lonely
hearts message appealing to a potential reader. These were all brilliant
books which just hadn’t been borrowed in a while, and the librarian
wrote a description of the book, along with the kind of reader it might
appeal to. You could do this or get your pupils to find some unloved
books and write the messages!

Blind date with a book
We all know we’re not supposed to judge a book by its cover. To make
sure pupils don’t let a cover put them off a book, cover a whole load of
library books with blank paper, get different pupils to read them and get
them to leave a review or description on a post-it inside the book.
A quick and snappy review is best: why not encourage pupils to
write ‘Analogue Tweets’ (reviews written on a Post-it, limited to 140
characters)? They can then stick these on the books.

A note about video games
There are many book adaptations of popular video games like
Assassin’s Creed. While these vary in quality and age appropriateness,
they are popular with children. However, you can also recommend
books to read after pupils have played video games – check out author
Matt Whyman’s recommendations here: bit.ly/VidGameBasedBooks

Your town’s favourite books
Encourage your pupils to go out into the community and interview
people about their favourite books. They could speak about their
favourite books now, or their childhood favourites. You could get your
pupils to compile their findings into a booklet (or a video if they film the
interviews) for distribution throughout the school!
Your pupils might also want to design a survey to find out what people
like best in a good book, or to find out the community’s top 10 reads.
If you fancy going one step further, you could do the same as Dunbar
Primary School, who asked their community to each read one of three
books over several months (read about this in the case study on page
18). The community can then vote on their favourites!

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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Books across the school
Tie reading into every curricular area. If you’re in a secondary school,
encourage different subject teachers to put relevant fiction into their
classrooms. For instance:
History could have The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne;
Modern Studies could have The Carbon Diaries by Saci Lloyd
PE could have Keeper by Mal Peet
Art and Design could have The Blackhope Enigma by Teresa Flavin

One novel across the curriculum
Have a look at this blog to see how one school used Darren Shan’s
Zom-B to inspire a whole range of cross-curricular activities, which
led to the whole S1 borrowing the book (and the sequel!): bit.ly/
DarrenShanCaseStudy

Creating a reading habit
This post on teaching site Pedagoo outlines one teacher’s efforts to get
her pupils into the habit of reading: bit.ly/readinghabit

Get pupils to make a Reading Pledge
Getting your pupils to make a pledge to do one reading-related thing
during Book Week Scotland can be a great to way to spread the
message that reading can take many different forms. They don’t have
to pledge to read an entire book – here are some suggestions to show
them that all reading is good reading:

>> Read a book to one of their younger siblings
>> Read a newspaper every day of the week
>> Read a short story every night
>> Find an interesting blog on a subject they enjoy and read a
post every day

>> Join a book group
>> Join the local library
You can display everyone’s pledges on a Pledge Wall in your school.
Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
resources
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Get pupils to compile book lists
To help everyone in the school find new things to read, you could get
pupils to compile themed book lists. Have a look at SBT’s book lists to
get some ideas! scottishbooktrust.com/reading/book-lists
The following ideas could help get you started:
Horror books, sports books, books that pushed us outside our comfort
zones, books with the best villains, books with best artwork, graphic
novels, best opening lines, funniest books... see what else you can
come up with!

Reading blogs
Blogs are an excellent social media tool, allowing you full administrative
control over what gets posted and which comments are displayed.
They also provide a great opportunity for pupils to take ownership over
a dynamic tool that helps them communicate with others across the
world.
You could set up a class blog where pupils share the things they’ve
been reading, whether this is novels, poetry, news articles, magazines or
other blogs.
It’s obviously much more motivating for pupils when they see that
people are actually reading their posts. The best way to get traffic to
their blog is to comment on other, similar blogs and link back to their
own in the comment.
Another good way to make sure your pupils’ blogs are read is by using
Quadblogging, a free online service that links up your blog with three
other, similar school blogs: bit.ly/QuadBlogging

‘I am currently reading’ badges
You can ask everyone in school – including all staff and any visitors
– to wear an ‘I am currently reading’ or a ‘ask me what I am reading’
badge. You could get pupils to design their own badges following this
guide: wikihow.com/Make-a-Badge-Pin. Check out our case study
on Dunbar Primary school to find out how they used lanyards to get
an entire community talking about books: you’ll find the case study on
page 18 of this resource.
You can also get other staff to put up signs on their doors saying what
they are currently reading (and if door decoration appeals to you, check
out Oban High school’s classroom door challenge on page 14).

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
resources
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Recommendations wall
There are different ways this could work. You could get pupils to write
recommendations for each other, and you could also get pupils to write
recommendations of children’s books for staff to read, perhaps on a
particular theme. Equally, staff could post their responses on the board.
Alternatively, if you don’t have space for a recommendations wall, why
not try using Pinterest to create a digital recommendations wall? Try it
out at pinterest.com

Staff interviews
You could get pupils to interview members of staff about their favourite
books. If the interviews are filmed, they could form part of a school
reading video, which you could then show at a reading celebration
event! Questions could include:

>> What was your favourite book as a child? (Pupils could follow up by
reading that book and leaving a comment on the recommendations
wall – see the previous task!)

>> Are there any books you would recommend to pupils?
>> What’s the best non-fiction book you’ve read recently?
>> How do you choose the books you read?
>> What was the last book you read but didn’t finish?
You can take this further by getting pupils to interview members of the
community (see page 6).

Where can pupils read in your school?
It’s not just the library that’s for reading: classroom and outdoor spaces
can be created to provide pupils with a stimulating place to read. Check
out this blog on the Guardian teacher network about setting up an
outdoor space for pupils: bit.ly/BuildSensoryGarden
You can also create a reading area in your classroom, decorated with
posters, bookmarks and pupil reviews. Keep this area away from the
flow of classroom traffic. Make pupils aware of what books are actually
available in the reading space: if there are groups of books about
animals, transport, weather and other topics, group these together and
put up signs to make pupils well aware of how to find what they are
looking for.

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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Raise funds to send books abroad
This is an excellent opportunity to get pupils working on enterprise
activities. They will need to think about the following questions:

>> How will they find a school to donate books to?
>> How will they decide which books to send?
>> How will they get the books? Will they aim for second-hand books, or
new ones? If they are buying books, how will they raise the money?

>> If they are raising money, how will they raise awareness and promote
their campaign? How can they get as much of the school involved as
possible?

>> How will they arrange delivery of the books?
>> How will they let the rest of the school know how the project
turned out?
The Pelican Post website (pelican-post.org/index.php) actually helps
pupils deal with a lot of these questions by sourcing a school and giving
instructions for delivery. It’s up to you whether you want to direct them to
this website, or let them start from scratch.
It doesn’t have to be another school either – you might want pupils to
concentrate their efforts on getting books for their local hospital, nursery
or any other worthy recipient!

Drop everything and read
Holding a regular Drop Everything and Read, where everyone in the
school reads for a set period of time, can be a great way to develop a
reading culture. Check out this blog post from Cumnock Academy:
bit.ly/DropEvery

Extreme reading
Hold a competition to see who can be photographed reading in the
most obscure or entertaining location! You can have a look at this
primary school blog to see examples of extreme reading:
bit.ly/ExtremeReadingWBD
Most schools who have tried this have asked parents to take the photos
for safety reasons.

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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Engaging parents with your
reading culture
We’ve gathered a lot of ideas and case studies in this area, many of
which can be found in another one of our resources which focuses on
parental engagement in reading.
Below are a few tasters!
Run a mini social media campaign
Post a call out to parents on your school’s blog, website, Twitter or
Facebook accounts. You could ask them to share some of the following
things:

>> Books they’d recommend for particular age groups;
>> Great bedtime reading;
>> Books dads have enjoyed with their children (targeted campaigns
tend to work well for fathers);

>> All the reading, not just books, that they do in a week (this helps to
show pupils that all reading is good reading!);

>> Their own favourite books (this helps encourage them to be reading
role models to their children by keeping up their enthusiasm for
reading).

Resources to help
We have a resource available for you to distribute to parents, to help
them with their child’s reading: scottishbooktrust.com/top-tipssheets-for-parents

Setting up book groups
>> A parent–child book group: you could ask the pupils to read books
along with their parents, and then ask pupils and parents to email
book reviews to the school. You could then collate the reviews into a
booklet.

>> A teacher–pupil book group: have a look at our free Teachers as
Readers e-book (particularly chapter 12) for more info on modelling
yourself as a reader: scottishbooktrust.com/learning/CPD/toolkits/
teachers-as-readers

>> A Transition book group: why not invite some of the P7s from cluster
primaries to come in and discuss the 8–11 titles with secondary
pupils? You could get seniors to introduce the P7 pupils to the
secondary library.

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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>> An un-book group: Rather than discussing books, why not discuss
interesting articles from that week’s Sunday papers, or all bring along
a blog you have disagreed with, or decide a theme (e.g, heroes and
villains) and all bring books or other reading materials to talk about
grouped around the theme

Holding a Reading
Celebration event
Create intrigue about your event
You can build excitement and anticipation about your event by basing
your activities around the idea that something big is happening, but not
telling the pupils what it is.
For an event in 2012, several schools in Dundee took this approach, and
put pupils in charge of building excitement. Find out how they did it in
this interview: bit.ly/DundeeBWSInterview
You could appoint a committee of pupils who can design a campaign
designed to build intrigue. For instance, they could create a sense of
mystery with some of the following activities:

>> ‘Save the date’ posters – these could advertise the date of the
event, but not say what the actual event is going to be. Particularly
effective if you plan to invite an author in to visit – they can be billed
as a ‘mystery guest’.

>> Designate a ‘planning room’ and mark it with a ‘TOP SECRET’
notice.

>> Hand out props – if you are planning to use any props at your event
(for instance, name badges, lanyards, voting slips) these could
be passed out to pupils several days before the event, to arouse
curiosity.

>> Record a news bulletin – find out how one UK school used this to
create intrigue in the following blog: bit.ly/RomanMurderMysteries

>> GLOW meet with a literary character – for lower primary, you could
even organise a GLOW meet with a literary character to spread the
news. Find out more about how to do this in this blog by Windyknowe
Primary School: bit.ly/EnchantedForestProject

Holding an author event
Bringing a writer, illustrator, poet or storyteller into school is a hugely
rewarding experience for you and your pupils. Scottish Book Trust run
the Live Literature scheme, which allocates subsidised writer visits – find
more information here: scottishbooktrust.com/live-literature

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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The best piece of advice we can give for a successful application is to
show that you intend to make use of the writer’s expertise. Rather than
apply to have a writer visit to give out prizes, for example, you could
plan for them to run a workshop.
Of course, if you want to fund the visit entirely on your own, you can
contact the writer at any point, rather than waiting for the Live Literature
application window to open. Scottish Book Trust have a database of
writers living and working in Scotland: scottishbooktrust.com/authorsearch

Hold a celebration of books with
parents and pupils
You can invite parents and pupils in for an evening of book-related
activities. Ask pupils to think of a programme of entertainment for the
evening. They’ll need to think about the following questions:

>> How they will collect numbers for the event.
>> How they will organise catering.
>> Who will introduce the evening.
>> Whether they need to make up a programme for attendees.
>> Whether they want to organise any competitions (writing competitions
organised beforehand and judged on the night, book review
competitions, voting for favourite first lines etc.) and whether they
need to source prizes.

>> What kind of activities will help to promote books (book trailer
screenings, book readings, video reviews etc.).

Hold a week of Authors Live events
Scottish Book Trust’s website has a range of over 30 digital recorded
events with top children’s authors including Jacqueline Wilson, Julia
Donaldson, Oliver Jeffers and Jackie Kay: scottishbooktrust.com/
watch-on-demand
Why not hold a virtual book festival by screening one event each day of
the week? There is a more comprehensive resource pack available for
each author’s event.
You can easily create a themed group of events. If you want to do
an illustration themed festival, you could show our events with Nick
Sharratt, David Melling, James Mayhew, Oliver Jeffers and Jon Klassen.
If you want an action and adventure festival for 8-12 year olds, show
Lucy Hawking, Steve Backshall, Anthony Horowitz, Charlie Higson and
Eoin Colfer. Or if you want a funny festival why not try Andy Stanton,
Francesca Simon, David Walliams, our Roald Dahl event and our event
with comic duo the Etherington Brothers!

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
resources
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Create a book zoo
For younger children, you could find out their favourite animals and
create a book zoo, creating stations of books themed around a
particular animal. Read librarian Bev Humphrey’s blog to find out more:
bit.ly/BookZoo

Change names
You can change the school’s naming system for a book-themed week!
Use the names of literary characters as your names for houses, teams
and rooms. For instance, your pupils could transform the school into
Hogwarts for a week, making posters with the rules of Quidditch for
the sports hall, painting pictures of pupils’ favourite selection from the
moving paintings found in Hogwarts, and much more!

Classroom door challenge
To celebrate a school book week, Oban High School asked their pupils
to turn classroom doors into book jackets! Take a look at what they
came up with here: bit.ly/ObanHSbookjacketdoors

Matching literary pairs
Children’s literature is full of great pairings: Harry and Ron, Holmes and
Watson, Peter Pan and Wendy, Katniss and Gael, Romeo and Juliet,
Frodo and Sam... the list goes on, and you can test pupils’ knowledge
of books by getting them to match up pairs across the school. Give out
badges to staff with a name written on each badge. Challenge pupils to
find both halves of the pairing, with prizes for finding and matching each
pair!
The original idea comes from here: bit.ly/CharacterPairs

Holding a reading quiz
There are lots of pre-made quizzes online – here are a few to get you
started:
bit.ly/WBDGettingQuizzical
bit.ly/BrilliantBookQuiz
teachit.co.uk/attachments/1586.pdf (This one is a little more
challenging, but you can pick and choose from the questions and make
your own resource)
Here is a template for pupils to create their own quizzes: teachit.co.uk/
attachments/1310.pdf
You can read about how Elgin Academy prepared and held a book quiz
in this blog: bit.ly/bookwiz

Find other resources at
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Reading flashmobs
A flashmob is a public stunt of some description, captured on video and
circulated on the internet. Pupils always have fun with flashmobs, and
as the following examples show, they can be done very simply!

>> Falkirk reading flashmob in the high street - youtube.com/
watch?v=TChhGYLcWbs

>> A flashmob can be a dance event, like this one from Bell Baxter
High – why not try setting up your own dance flash mob with
pupils and teachers dressed as literary characters? youtube.com/
watch?v=k_881KKfHCY

>> Some flashmobs are plain silly, like the Bristol Pillow Fight! youtube.
com/watch?v=8drhfzem1Yc Why not get your pupils to do a
flashmob recreating an iconic scene from a book?

>> One of the best known (and admittedly most outlandish) reading
stunts is book dominoes – here’s a nice example to show your
pupils to get them talking and give them inspiration: youtube.com/
watch?v=WWiALTHIJLo

Flash read
A flash mob doesn’t always need to be captured on video. As part of the
Dunbar Reads Together project outlined on page 18, pupils went into
their local ASDA to read out loud from their favourite books at various
parts of the store – ASDA staff joined in too!

Reading Assemblies
Assemblies are the ideal opportunity for you to promote books. Ideas
can include:

>> A book recommendation section, where a pupil or staff member can
recommend one of their favourite reads.

>> A GLOW meet with a literary character (one of the teachers in
disguise).

>> A GLOW meet with another school, sharing recommendations.
>> A ‘most despicable character’ trial! You could hold a school vote on
the most despicable character ever to appear in a children’s book,
and then hold a trial where all the evidence is considered. You can get
pupils to call out with their evidence, and then shout for the character
they think should be convicted!
Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
resources
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Hold a shared reading event
As part of your reading celebration, you could organise a shared reading
event, where older pupils read to younger ones.
There are lots of benefits to shared reading, and SBT have a
resource pack available online to help you prepare older children
for the responsibility of helping younger ones to discover books:
scottishbooktrust.com/bpbp/reading-buddies

Hold a book swap event
Holding a school-wide book swap is always fun – the key rule is to
make sure pupils leave with the same amount of books they came in
with, so everyone gets at least one book!
You could use the ‘lucky book dip’ format explained on page 4, where
everyone brings one book they really like, wraps it in paper and puts a
note inside saying why they like it.

Serve ‘book canapés’
Hold a party where pupils can sample ‘book canapés’ – perhaps print
outs of opening pages, amazing facts from non-fiction books, action
spreads from graphic novels etc.

Hold a book themed lunch
You could put this on yourself, or ask older pupils to put a lunch on for
parents or members of the community.
For younger pupils, you can create a themed menu, changing the
names of dishes to ones found in children’s books. Roald Dahl’s
Revolting Recipes is a great starting point!

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
resources
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Appendix 1: Larbert High
School’s Big Books video
Interview with Lindsay Clancy, English
teacher at Larbert High School
Sometimes, getting kids into reading is a case of getting them to
associate books with a positive, exciting experience – and Larbert High
School’s ‘Big Books’ video is a great example of a fun project that the
whole school can get involved with!
You can watch the video here: youtube.com/
watch?v=Ub2WROJmqks
Lindsay Clancy was the chief architect of the video, and here she
explains in detail what was involved in making it. The message is clear –
get everyone involved and it doesn’t have to be a whole load of work!

How did you come up with the idea?
I’m afraid the video wasn’t my own original idea so I can’t take any
credit! I was at a CPD course in Edinburgh, run by Renaissance
Learning, and one of the speakers showed an American school doing
the same thing. I thought it looked fantastic and decided I wanted
Larbert High to do our own version.

How did you go about organising
all the filming?
I knew that I wanted certain shots and certain staff involved but took
the general idea to one of the media classes to see what they came
up with too. It is a small class, we call it a WAO (a Wider Achievement
Opportunity) and they came up with some great ideas which they
storyboarded with their media teacher, Martin Naidoo. The filming was
split between me, Martin and the media kids. I sent out a whole staff
email explaining that we would be around the school with cameras and
if anyone objected just to let me know and we wouldn’t approach them.
Staff taking a larger role were emailed individually.
Most of the filming took place in the run up to Christmas during free
periods. The larger group shots, for example the line up at the library,
took place during the last few days of term when things were winding
down. The line consisted of pupils who were timetabled to be in English
and some seniors who were ‘studying’ in the library! The scene on the
bus was on the way to our annual S1 cinema trip.
One of our music teachers, Andy McLean, was in charge of the music.
The rap was already written by the American school and we just

Find other resources at
scottishbooktrust.com/
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changed a little of it (e.g., Where’s Waldo became Where’s Wally). The
rap was performed in the studio by an S5 pupil, Tom Williams, and then
Andy added a layer of sound effects.
I emailed the Drama department for the names of two girls who were
into acting and they came back with Chloe and Jaydean. My S4 class
helped me make the big book and I filmed their scene in our library one
day after school. The kids who are all dressed up are at their senior
Christmas dance!
My colleague, Martin, is much more technologically minded than myself
so he did all of the editing with some helpful suggestions from the kids
and me! Martin also uploaded it to Youtube.

What impact do you think the film
has had?
I think the pupils really did enjoy being in the film. We actually had much
more footage than was needed; we could have made a feature length
film! The film was ‘premiered’ over three school assemblies (1800 pupils
don’t fit in the hall at once!) and it was met with enthusiasm. The film
was part of a broader Literacy week that we organised to promote a
culture of reading. We had a whole school dress up day and my head of
department, John Doherty, and I held a literacy quiz for all 320 S1 pupils
in the hall that afternoon. Nicola Morgan hosted a round of questions
and The Falkirk Herald was there too. Staff and pupils have been asking
about another film so we have definite plans to make another film next
year and have a go at penning our own this time!
For another fantastic example of a fun video which got an entire school
talking about reading, check out Graeme High School’s ‘Don’t Interrupt
Me While I’m Reading A Book’: bit.ly/DontInterrupt

Appendix 2: Case study //
Dunbar’s reading revolution
Every teacher wants their pupils to read more, to read outside of school,
and to see reading as something you do for fun, not because it’s
connected to school work. But there are obstacles: a packed curriculum
for one. And how can you be sure the messages you want them to
receive about reading are reinforced when they go home, and when they
go out into the community?
In Dunbar, a reading revolution has been taking place over the last
nine months. Dunbar Reads Together is the brainchild of Support
for Learning teacher Lindsey Barley at Dunbar Primary, who wanted
to create a buzz in the community around reading in the hope that
wherever pupils went, they would be able to pick up a book and talk
about it with someone.
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The idea was to ask all of those already working with children in any
capacity to enter into dialogue about books, so the first step was to
contact these people in the community. The rugby coaches would chat
about books in the changing rooms. The Brownies would talk about
books round the camp fire. For Dunbar Primary, providing reading role
models for every child was already at the heart of the school’s practice:
the school’s recruitment of volunteers from the community to come in
and share books with pupils now makes sure that every child has the
opportunity to read with an adult in school. Dunbar Reads Together
went one step further and made sure that book chat could continue
beyond the school gates.
The Dunbar Reads together project needed to be given structure and
focus, so the pupils were encouraged to participate in a 25 week
programme of reading. They were given a reading record card at school,
and prizes were given out after 5 weeks, 15 weeks and 25 weeks.
To help kick start discussions about books, Lindsey came up with the
idea of an ice breaker: every pupil, and every member of the community
who participated, was given a bright yellow lanyard to show the name
of the book they were currently reading. Wherever you go in Dunbar,
you’ll know what people are reading: the staff at ASDA, the doctor’s
receptionists and the lollipop ladies to name but a few!
With the project taking place over a full school year, it was important to
maintain momentum and enthusiasm, and so for February and March
Lindsey came up with the idea of Dunbar’s Big Read, where the whole
town was encouraged to read one of three books: The Secret Life of
Bees, Billionaire Boy or The Highway Rat. A poster competition was
run at school so pupils could advertise the books, and book groups,
businesses and other community members supported the initiative by
reading the books and posting on the school’s website.
In April, Lindsey launched SOAR (Switch Off and Read), a month long
push to actively encourage people to switch off their TVs, computers,
Iphones and other gadgets and simply read instead. Lindsey sent letters
to local organisations asking them to lend their support to the scheme
by holding reading-related events, and the ideas poured in! From the
Rotary Club with their book stall and reading sofa on the High Street,
to the local cafe running a competition to paint a plate with a book
character, the range of ideas and level of enthusiasm meant the scheme
was a grand success.
Dunbar Reads Together has proven to be a vibrant and inspiring
community initiative to promote reading for pleasure!
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